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( HOMEMADE GOODY LABELS (WOOD TYPE STAMP) )
Give someone a little homemade goodness and top it with a special label for the occasion. These labels are inspired by old woodtype stamps, making them 
a little bit vintage and a little bit rock ’n roll. 

You can personalize your labels in a number of ways—the only fields that are uneditable are “Genuine Homemade” and “Indulge & Savor” (though you 
can always write in “well someone made it”!). If the name of your treat is simple, then use page 2; if it’s longer use the two-line version on page 3. 

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Printer
Paper (regular, cardstock, or self-adhesive)
Scissors, exacto knife or 2” circle cutter
Jars or boxes
Any kind of embellishment you want (ribbons, bands of paper, twine etc)

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Download the labels and open the PDF in Adobe Acrobat. Click in the fields and type in your personalized text.

2. Print out on paper, cardstock, or self-adhesive paper, to suit your chosen wrapping method.

3. Cut out your labels using scissors, an exacto knife, or a 2” circle cutter (this is the easiest).

4. If using self-adhsive paper, score the back very lightly and fold to remove backing. Or if using regular paper you can adhere with glue. 

5. Stick the label on your container and smooth out any bubbles.

And now you have beautiful personalized gifts! So bake some cookies for the holidays, make salted caramels as wedding favors, make some truffles for 
a baby shower. Feel like doing something a bit more unusual? Try pickling some okra, mixing personalized curry powder, or coming up with your own 
five-alarm hot sauce recipe.
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